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1. Experimental setup
In Fig. 1, a 200-μm thickness GaSe crystal (z-cut) with 12 mm
diameter is placed 75 mm away from the lens for copropagating
second harmonic (1.95 μm) generation. Two rotation axes (α and
β) are controlled for optimal THz generation. The incidence angle φ
of a thin (170 μm) coverslip glass is varied to control the relative
phase θ between 3.9 μm and 1.95 μm pulses. An off-axis (90°)
parabolic (OAP) mirror (f = 100 mm) with a hole is used to reflect
and collimate THz radiation emitted from the air plasma while
transmitting laser and harmonic radiation. An ITO coated window
is used to separate optical and near-infrared light for spectral
measurements with fiber-coupled optical (Ocean Optics,
HR2000+) and near-infrared (Avantes, NIRLine) spectrometers.
The emitted THz radiation is filtered by a pair of 7-μm longpass
cut-off filters and detected with a pyroelectric detector (Gentec-EO
Inc., QS9-THz-BL) or a microbolometer focal plane array (FLIR,
Tau2). A Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer (not
shown) is used to characterize emitted THz spectrum.

2. Second harmonic generation (SHG) in GaSe
GaSe is a popular nonlinear crystal often used for SHG at the midinfrared due to its large nonlinearity (d22 = 54 pm/V at 10.6 μm)
and relatively high damage threshold (>3×1010 W/cm2) [1]. The
indices of refraction along the ordinary and extraordinary axes are
no = 2.73 and ne = 2.40 at 3.9 μm and no = 2.75 and ne = 2.42 at 1.95
μm [2]. Those yield relatively large Fresnel losses (~17% per each
surface), providing ~69% transmission but negligible absorption
(α = 0.05–0.1 cm-1) [1] in our 200 μm thick crystal. We observe

both Type 0 (e + e  e) and Type 1 (o + o  e) SHG in our ε-GaSe.
This is confirmed by measuring the polarization property of the
produced 2ω with a mid-infrared polarizer (see Fig. 2(b)). The
green and magenta lines in Fig. 2(b) correspond to Type 0 (parallel
ω and 2ω) and Type 1 (perpendicular ω and 2ω) SHG, respectively.
Here Type 0 is chosen for efficient terahertz (THz) radiation as
two-color fields with parallel polarization maximally produces a
directional plasma current. In Type 0 at α = 30°, the coherence
− ) , is estimated to be
length for phase matching, ⁄ 2(
130 μm, comparable to the crystal thickness for sufficient SHG. The
expected group velocity walk-off between 3.9 μm and 1.95 μm is
24 fs in our 200-μm thick GaSe. This, however, is mostly
compensated by a similar but opposite group velocity walk-off
occurring in the following coverslip glass.
The energy ratio of 2ω to ω is measured by two independent
methods. First, a thin (<200 μm) mid-infrared polarizer (Thorlabs
LPMIR100) with known transmission and extinction ratios at 1.5–
5 μm is used to measure the transmitted energy (ω and 2ω) of
both horizontal and vertical polarization components under Type
1 SHG at α = 60° (see Fig. 2(b)). Then the 2ω energy under Type 0
at α = 30° is determined from the relative SH yield from Fig. 2(a).
This provides an energy ratio of 2%. Second, the combined energy
(ω and 2ω) right after the GaSe under Type 0 is measured with an
additional BK7 filter of 10 mm thickness that mostly transmit 2ω
(1.95 μm) but strongly absorbs ω (3.9 μm) radiation. From known
BK7 absorption and Fresnel losses at both wavelengths, the
relative energy ratio is estimated to be 2.4%. As the first method is
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more reliable, a relative energy ratio of 2% is selected for further
analysis.
We have also observed third harmonic radiation directly
produced from the GaSe crystal. However, its energy is extremely
weak (0.3% of SH) and thus provides negligible contributions to
the plasma current generation. GaSe can also generate THz
radiation directly via optical rectification [3-5]. But no measurable
THz emission was observed from our crystal. This is possibly due
to our unfavorable phase matching condition for optical
rectification and THz absorption/attenuation in the coverslip glass
and air plasma.

3. Phase control by window tilting
A 170-μm thickness coverslip glass (Thorlabs CG15KH1) is used to
control the initial relative phase θ0 between ω (ω1) and 2ω (ω2)
pulses (see Fig. S1(a)). Here the angle of refraction is given by
= sin (sin ⁄ ) and
= sin (sin ⁄ ) from Snell’s
law, where , is the refractive index of the coverslip at the
fundamental (ω1) and second harmonic (ω2) frequency,
respectively, and is the incidence angle. Then the relative phase
shift obtained from material dispersion at is given by ( ) =
( cos ) + sin (tan − tan )
2
−
2 ( cos ) , where t is the thickness of the coverslip and
, is the wavelength at  and  , respectively. The above
relationship,  =  ( ), is used to convert THz yields measured
as a function of φ (see Fig. S1(b)) to corresponding θ0-dependent
THz outputs as shown in Fig. 3(f). We note that the coverslip
results in a laser energy loss of ~10%. The expected temporal
walk-off between the ω and 2ω pulses is ~20 fs at φ = 42° where
maximal THz radiation is produced. The transverse beam walk-off
is negligible (~1 μm) compared to the focused beam size (~60 μm
in HWHM).
Alternatively, air dispersion is used instead of the coverslip glass
to control the initial relative phase θ0. In this case, the collimated
fundamental (ω) pulse is frequency doubled in GaSe without
focusing (no CaF2 lens used). Then the two-color laser pulses are
focused by an off-axis (90°) parabolic (OAP) mirror for THz
generation. Here the separation between the GaSe crystal and OAP
mirror is adjusted to control θ0. In this configuration, we measure
the dephasing length [6] of ~0.90 m in air, over which the local
THz polarity remains the same (0 ≤  ≤ between 3.9 μm and
1.95 μm). We find that this method, however, is not suitable for a
phase control because of undesirable beam mode changes with
propagation in our experiment.

4. THz and harmonic measurements and calibrations
THz energy is measured with a lithium tantalite (LiTaO3)
pyroelectric detector that has a sensing diameter of 9 mm (GentecEO Inc., QS9-THz-BL). This pyroelectric sensor has an organic
black coating, which has a relatively flat response curve over a
broad range of optical and infrared frequencies (7.5 – 3000 THz).
At below ~7.5 THz, the detector’s sensitivity gradually drops with
decreasing frequency, reaching about ~10% of its flat value at 1
THz. Because of this, the THz energy we measure is
underestimated when THz radiation below 7.5 THz is included.
The pyroelectric detector is calibrated at near-infrared and midinfrared wavelengths (0.8 μm and 3.9 μm), which both provides a
similar responsivity of 260 kV/W at a repetition rate of 20 Hz (or
0.19 μJ/V per pulse at 20 Hz). The spectral transmission of the two
7-μm longpass filters, used to cut-off radiation at >40 THz, is
determined from combined FTIR measurements with commercial
(Shimadzu, IR Prestige21) and lab-built spectrometers operating
at >12 THz and <12 THz frequency ranges, respectively. This is
used to correct the THz radiation spectrum shown in Fig. 4(a).
We note that the maximum laser-to-THz conversion efficiency
of 1% ± 0.2% is obtained with 3 filters (two longpass and one Si
filters) placed in the THz beam path. Here we calibrated THz
transmission for each filter, longpass (17% each) and Si (33%),
using the emitted THz radiation.
The variation of THz local emission energy along the laser
propagation direction, z, is determined by an aperture scanning
method [6]. An iris with an aperture radius of = 2 mm is used to
block the THz waves emitted in front the iris, while the THz waves
generated behind the iris are unblocked and detected. Basically, it
measures ( ) = |
( )|
, where = + ⁄tan Θ is
the position of the aperture and Θ = 2.4 is the half divergence
angle of THz radiation, obtained from Fig. 1(c). The derivative of
the signal, − ( )⁄ , represents the variation of local THz
intensity |
( )| along z as shown in Fig. 3(c).
The spectral responses of the fiber-coupled optical (for 2nd – 3rd
harmonics) and near-infrared (4th – 9th) spectrometers are
calibrated with a quartz tungsten halogen (QTH) lamp. The 3rd
harmonic (1.3 μm) is detected by both spectrometers and used as
a reference to fuse two spectral measurements as shown in Fig.
5(a). The spectral power of the SH relative to the fundamental at
3.9 μm is determined by the measured energy ratio 2%. Finally,
the THz spectral power is determined from its measured
conversion efficiency 1% with respect to the fundamental.

5. THz and harmonic generation simulation

Fig. S1. (a) Relative phase θ0 control between ω1 (ω) and ω2 (2ω) pulses
by rotation of a thin coverslip glass. (b) THz output yield as a function
of the coverslip rotation angle φ..

Simulations of two-color laser mixing used the two-dimensional (r,
z) unidirectional pulse propagation equation model (UPPE) [7].
The carrier-resolved UPPE model independently evolves each
frequency component, allowing for multi-color fields and
harmonic generation. We included a model for tunnel ionization of
O2, N2, and Ar, third order susceptibility of air (with no rotation) [8,
9], and the contribution from the plasma current density [10].
To match experimental conditions, we generated 120 fs
Gaussian pulses with 2.1 mJ in the fundamental and 10.5 µJ in the
second harmonic focused to peak intensities >1014 W/cm2. An
arbitrary offset was added at the input to control the relative phase
between the fundamental and second harmonic.
Our simulation window covers 3000 fs with 215 points which
covers a frequency space from 0.33 THz to 11 PHz. This yields a
temporal step size of 0.09 fs, about 70 times smaller than the
period of the second harmonic pulse at 1.95 μm. High frequencies
>1.5 PHz (200 nm) are strongly attenuated—corresponding to
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strrong UV absorp
ption in air. Spaatially we resolv
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sim
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Figg. S2. (a) On-axiss peak laser inte
ensity and (b) eleectron density ass a
fun
nction of propag
gation distance z with various inittial relative phasses
assigned at z = 0. Th
he vacuum focus is located at z = 10
1 cm.

We also presen
nt a simple semii-classical calculation of refractiive
index transients induced by plasm
ma versus χ(3) efffects as shown in
Figg. S3. It shows th
hat the plasma effect
e
is dominan
nt at a single ato
om
levvel under our experimental
e
co
ondition (3.9 μm
m, 130 TW/cm
m2).
Heere the amount of refractive ind
dex transients iss considered to be
b
a simple measurre of nonlinear contributions in
n producing neew
on including low
w-order harmonics.
freequency radiatio

Figg. S3. Relative re
efractive index trransients due to plasma generation
(reed and blue liness) and χ(3) from bo
ound electrons (ggreen and magen
nta
lin
nes) as a function
n of laser intensitty at the wavelen
ngth of 0.8 μm an
nd
3.9
9 μm. Here χ(3) = 7.9 × 10-20 cm2/W
W [9] is used for both
b 0.8 μm and 3.9
3
μm
m. Here a tunnelin
ng ionization model for nitrogen iss used [8,9,11].
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